
Every week it seems there’s yet another industry partnership announcement — 
services providers working with new product vendors, software companies inking 
mutual referral deals, or any number of other models of cooperation. These can 
generate positive PR and awareness — but what happens after all the tweets fade,  
the LinkedIn “likes” are tallied, and the initial attention dies down? 

Do the relationships really deliver? Do they last long term? Was the time spent negoti-
ating them and the energy invested executing them worth it? And in the end was there 
any real ROI —did the partnerships deliver profit? Too often, the answer is no. 

Wilson Allen works to partner differently — in ways that generate real results and ROI.

Forging Partnerships 
that Perform
A practical approach to partnering that creates 
mutual value and shared opportunities for  
success and growth

Wilson Allen offers four flexible 
models for collaborating with 
select organizations that share our 
commitment to innovation, quality, 
and client service: 

Wilson Network Partner 
We jointly develop and refer busi-
ness, including cross-marketing

Wilson Service Partner 
Your consulting organization  
implements our software solutions

Wilson Technology Partner 
Our services team develops a 
practice to support your solutions

Wilson Vision Partner 
Our experts help shape your  
technology and product road map 

Creative and Flexible  
Partnership Opportunities

wilsonallen.com

Technology Partnerships Shouldn’t Feel Forced (or They’ll Fail)

Wilson Works Differently — So Our Partnerships Really Work
At Wilson Allen, we’ve been on all sides of partner relationships, so we know firsthand 
why they work and why they fail. And we’ve designed our own partner program with 
this seasoned perspective and real-world experience in mind.

It’s a simple principle, but one that can be challenging to achieve in practice — to  
succeed beyond the post-press release fireworks, partner relationships must be  
solidly rooted in a clear “win-win” dynamic that delivers real and mutual value.

The definition of value should be clearly defined in every relationship — be it new sales, 
new services work, new relationships, new insights, or all of the above. And these 
results must be achievable without unwanted overhead (and with egos held in check).

We believe partnerships are not panaceas. They require investment. There has to be 
the right match of objectives, culture, technical skill, market opportunity, focus, and 
mutual goodwill. Because when Wilson forges a partnership, it’s for the long term.



To learn more about partnership opportunities with Wilson Allen, please email us at partnerships@wilsonallen.com.

“Wilson represents an attractive business partner, given the nature of its client base and its 
unique BI product offering and we’re very pleased to introduce them to our client community 
as an additional resource to help them address their evolving needs.”

 — Chief Executive Officer, Star Americas

 
“[A]n exciting opportunity to enhance our services and better meet client needs in the North 
American market with a trusted partner. Elite and Wilson Legal Solutions continue to be 
connected throughout the sales process, working together to provide the highest and most 
efficient level of service...”

 — Vice President, Product Management and Product Marketing

 
“Many of our clients are turning to Introhive to help fix their business development and  
marketing technology challenges... Introhive is so excited to partner with Wilson. Our partner-
ship is positioned to enable our joint clients to bring various data sets together into a digest-
ible format for faster insights and better decision making.”

 — Vice President, Sales

 
“Wilson provides valuable expertise in data integration and workflow automation using the  
Intapp technology platform... We’ve been particularly impressed with the dedication of  
Wilson’s professional services team... building on years of experience...”

 — Sr. Vice President, Professional Services and Director, Partner Program

Partnership Proof Points — Perspectives from Peers on How Well Wilson Works

Win Markets with the Right Allies

Wilson Allen brings much more than just a collaborative  
spirit to our relationships, we bring very real, unique, and 
potent assets. 

We have a long history of success in the professional services 
industry where we’ve built an unmatched market reputation 
and reach, serving over 700 customers globally. 

Our clients see us trusted partners, relying not only on our 
software and implementation services to address their IT and 
business process objectives. They also depend on our expert 
consultation on firm business strategy, client engagement 
practices, resource management, and other critical challenges.

In addition to our extensive customer reach and scope of 
engagement, we connect with a unique mix and variety of 

customer roles, including firm management, practitioners, risk 
management, IT leadership, finance, and business operations. 
Plus, our software portfolio and consulting expertise span the 
entire engagement life cycle including:

• Business development and CRM

• Client evaluation, conflicts, and business acceptance 

• Client service delivery and operational workflow

• Billing management 

• Strategic analytics and business intelligence

As we grow our partner network, we’re looking to connect  
with like-minded organizations offering software solutions, 
services scope, or other opportunities for creating mutual 
value by working together. 


